Finding help on R

From within R
- \texttt{?...}, \texttt{help(...)}
- \texttt{??...}, \texttt{help.search(...)} (or \texttt{help.search(...,agrep=FALSE)} to avoid partial matching)
- \texttt{????...} (one of the few Easter eggs in R)
- \texttt{apropos(...)}
- \texttt{RSiteSearch(...)}
- \texttt{library(sos); findFn(...)}

Task views
- Task views (or this view
  - \texttt{Environmetrics}
  - \texttt{Phylogeny/comparative methods}
  - \texttt{High-performance}
  - \texttt{Spatial}

Mailing lists, fora, blogs, ...
- StackOverflow
- StackExchange
- \texttt{r-help}
- \texttt{r-devel}
- \texttt{r-sig-ecology}
- \texttt{r-sig-mixed-models}
- \texttt{r-sig-phylo}
- \texttt{r-sig-geo}
- ggplot google group
- \texttt{r-bloggers}
- twitter: \#rstats

repositories
- CRAN
- R-forge
- Bioconductor
- github
- googlecode